
Our growing company is looking for a software engineer, full stack. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for software engineer, full stack

Develop and test deployment solutions for the application
Build and innovate features on Shipwire's flagship merchant application
Maintain high standards and quality in our application by writing unit and/or
automated tests
Have regular retrospectives to figure out what we’re doing wrong so we can
fix it, and what we’re doing right so we can improve on it
Benefit from working in a multi-disciplinary team, that uses best practice
software and product development techniques, and values continuous
improvement
Work with customer support to efficiently handle engineering escalations for
the products
Contribute to open source community in Open Stack and Container
environments
Member of an interdisciplinary R&D team developing algorithms and
production software for Thermo Fisher’s’ line of Life Science Mass
Spectrometers
Collaborate with Thermo software development groups, software product
evaluation groups and other applications personnel to deliver complete and
high quality software products to customers, especially Windows-based
applications, according to agree upon schedules and specifications
Provide leadership and technical and architectural guidance to a team

Example of Software Engineer, Full Stack Job
Description
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REST is not just for the weary
Cloud” is not a buzzword to you
You have a robust portfolio on Github and/or open source contributions you
are proud to share
You have 5+ years of relevant experience working with NoSQL and
distributed storage technology including Hadoop, HBase, Cassandra,
Elasticsearch, and Redis
You have 5+ wicked years of experience with microservices architecture
You are at min a Padawan learner (1+ years of experience) with front end
technology stacks, such as React.js/AngularJS and Babel/TypeScript


